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ABSTRACT 
Always best connection (ABC) is a core objective in 5G mobile network. It also provides very high speed, high secure and Seamless 

connectivity at Anywhere, Anytime at low cost with the help of new technology like Cloud-RAN and Self organizing Network (SON) 

to employ Real time multimedia application. 5G subscriber may be choose any the target network to enjoy benefits of own 

characteristics in different radio network like Bluetooth, WLAN, WiMAX, LTE and LTE-A and future networks, In Security aspect 

authentication process is challenging issue in heterogeneous network for seamless HO. Different access networks use different 

authentication protocols to access the core networks, for example UMTS by UMTS-AKA, LTE by EPS-AKA, WLAN, WiMAX by EAP-

AKA (Extensible Authentication Protocol).  In this paper, we analyze the Challenges and open issues in design a seamless handover 

protocol in Cloud RAN Mobile Network and proposed Six Sense Seamless handover protocol (6S-HO) to sense the Bandwidth, 

Security level, Power Level, and Received Signal Strength Indicator, network cost and velocity parameters  to maximize the 

probability of successfully selecting the most appropriate target network well in advance to perform fast re-authentication during 

HO using Artificial Swarm intelligence algorithm. Our proposed 6S-HO protocol offer few millisecond handover delay, reduce the 

network overhead and null failure in any handover scenario.  Simulation was implemented using OMNET++ with Simu-LTE 

network simulation package. Experimental results have shown that multi-media serviced user was able to seamlessly connect to 

networks with low latency and improved quality of service. Compared to existing Vertical Handover Decision Algorithm Using 

Ants’ Colonies methods and adaptive SON method, our proposed algorithm has shown better results with higher transition rate, 

lower delay (millisecond level) up to 300km/h fast mobility of user equipment. This work helps service provider to offer spectrum 

efficient distribution of services like DVB-TH, MBMS and other multi-media services. 

 

KEYWORDS:  5G, Handover, Video streaming, Cloud RAN, Self Organizing Network. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Rapid developments of mobile communication more than 500 billion mobile devices may be Always ON in 
2020. Everyday new users enter in mobile communication network to enjoy the voice call, data usage, video 
conference, real time gamming and various multi-media services at anywhere, any time. Mobile network like 
2G (GPRS/EDGE), 3G (WIMAX, LTE) and 4G (LTE-A) has own characteristics like data rate, security, 
coverage area and Signal strength. Now a day, subscriber want to utilize the various network benefits depends 
on user preference. Heterogeneous mobile network allow the user to move from one network to others.  5G 
wireless networks has interworking and integrating different wireless technology such as UMTS (Universal 
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mobile telecommunication system), WLAN (Wireless local area network), WIMAX (worldwide interoperability 
for Microwave access), LTE (Long term Evaluation) and LTE-A. it also introduces a number of challenges such 
as the provision of efficient re-authentication mechanism during an HO. A Mobile Station (MS) performing an 
HO adopts standard re-authentication procedures specified by 3GPP+/3GPP and IEEE WLAN/WiMAX Forum. 
These procedures usually include the execution of the Extensible Authentication Protocol with Authentication 
and Key Agreement protocol (EAP-AKA). EAP-AKA is executed by the MS and the HSS/HAAA to achieve 
mutual re-authentication and distribute keys between the MS and the target Access Point/Base Station (AP/BS). 
Major drawback of EAP-AKA is that it lacks a fast HO re-authentication procedure. Thus, it is susceptible to 
high re-authentication delays due to a series of exchanged re-authentication queries between the MS and the 
HSS/HAAA. Key concerns in such high re-authentication delays are overload in process between network 
elements and databases (large amount of re-authentication sessions & heavy processing loads across MS, BS 
and HSS/HAAA). Different heterogeneous network needs different handover protocol like 2G network by 
UMTS-AKA, LTE by EPS-AKA, LTE-AKA and WLAN and WIMAX by EAP-AKA and EAP-AKA. Reduce 
the overhead of core network and reduce handover delay many protocols was proposed like unified 
authentication protocol, Modified EAP-AKA and etc.  
 
Table 1: Evaluation of Technology Vs Handover Protocol 

Technology 
Feature 

1G 2G 3G 4G 5G 

Technology GSM GPRS UMTS WIMAX, LTE WWWW 
Bandwidth 2 kbps 64 kbps 2 Mbps 1Gbps >1Gbps 
Core network PSTN PSTN Packet Network Internet Cloud RAN 
Multiplexing 

FDMA FDMA,CDMA CDMA 
CDMA,OFDMA, 
SCDMA 

OFDMA,SCDMA and 
VFDMA 

Service 
Voice Digital Voice, SMS 

Video 
Conference 

Mobile Video and Real 
time application 

Dynamic Information 
Access 

Handover 
Delay 

2000 msec 1000 msec 300 msec 20 msec Few msec 

Handover 
Protocol 

GSM-AKA EAP-AKA 
UMTS-AKA, 
ERP-AKA 

EAP-AKA’ 
LTE-AKA 

Not yet 

 
In table 1 show the evaluation of technology and respective handover protocol.  Real time multimedia 

application emerge the fast and secure handover procedure within minimum involvement of network elements 
to reduce handover delay in few millisecond. 3GPP standard release many authentication protocol like EAP-
AKA, ERP-AKA, EAP-AKA’ depends on technology developments to achieve require seamless connection for 
real time multimedia application. The industry foresees a expectations of wireless in an progressively 
interconnected world where voice, video, medical, entertainment and other applications and services will be 
served by a highly integrated and automatically configurable network. Users will simply request the information 
they need and the information will be delivered to their desired location and device. Additionally, a number of 
other changes in the end-to-end system will be a part of future wireless development both in the Cloud Radio 
Access Network (CRAN) [15] and core network. Future wireless networks must provide a robust, highly 
reliable, resilient and low-latency communication infrastructure. Issues that need to be addressed are the ways in 
which the user community will need to interact with information in an environment where on demand and high-
speed mobile data have become a reality. That means there will be some considerable changes in the way that 
user interfaces are designed and higher-layer features are developed. In summary, Future wireless is all about 
enabling new services and devices, and empowering new user experiences. 

The aim of this paper is to address these challenges and requirements using the combination of key new 
technology components and solutions for future seamless wireless communication. Novel approach proposed in 
this paper aims to support i) higher transition rate (100 times more) than today ii) lower delay ( few millisecond 
level) iii) more device connectivity(500 billion device always ON) iv) 1000 times traffic density; v) upto 
500km/h fast mobility of User Equipment (UE). At the same, it is attractive to have 99.999% coverage, while 
energy consumption and cost for the infrastructure should not increase. Secondly, operators expect to reduce 
networks operational costs and improve spectral efficiency within an area, to maintain optimal performance in 
future cellular systems by more flexible resource usage and more advanced self-organization functions. As we 
are handling multiple radio technique, each radio techniques has its own authentication and security features. All 
of these in the proposed approach are integrated into one single CRAN core network integrated with SON. 
Although SON makes it possible to reduce overall delay and improve throughput, when the criticality of the 
network is very high i.e., down time or increased latency of the network may not be acceptable in such areas 
(tactical a battlefield area). To handle such scenarios we need a intelligent method within SON to perform rapid 
re-authentication, so that we have a seamless Handover within this inter_RAT and intra RAT. So we proposed a 
algorithm called 6S-HO that performs the task of evaluating by using  Artificial Swarm intelligence algorithm to 
maximize the probability of successfully selecting the most appropriate BBU or the best suitable BBU well in 
advance to perform fast rapid re-authentication during HO. 6S-HO protocol is implemented in SON which gives 
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better results as it eliminates involvement of too many network elements causing severe processing overhead 
and multilevel communications compared to other known works. This work helps service provider to offer 
spectrum efficient distribution of services. Simulation was implemented using the test bed setup evaluated using 
OMNET++ simulation engine. Moreover, the simulation-based investigation has shown that the use of 6S-HO 
has the potential to perform seamless handover to networks with zero latency and improved quality of service 
for user accessing multi-media services. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 
Analysis Challenging issue in handover protocol for next generation network, section 3 the proposed 6S_HO in 
C_RAN architecture is elaborated, in section 4 simulation and experimental results of the proposed scheme is 
discussed.  Finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 
 
Cloud ran architecture for next generation mobile network: 

Handover is a process of switching from one area of coverage cell to another area of coverage or cell in 
case of weakening of a call in current state. A handoff process occurs when a mobile user moves beyond the 
radio coverage of its access points to another. During this, some latency is due to which the user is unable to 
send or receive traffic for few seconds even there are many neighboring access points in a wireless environment 
.Therefore handoff mechanisms are to be employed in such a way that they can choose the best and optimal 
access point to enjoy continuous services. Hence different approaches are proposed and researches are being 
done to achieve better handoff services. Even researchers use fuzzy logic, log likelihood ratio and neural 
networks to choose the best AP or base station. With the advent of new networks technologies and growth in the 
mobile communication few prominent issues that need attention for an efficient handoff like Handling of Inter 
domain and intra domain communication, Fast and seamless handoff required, Need for routing efficiency, 
Improved QoS, Security provision, Mobility between access technologies, Optimization of protocol parameters, 
Cross Layer Optimization. Nowadays user needs dynamic information access and plug in play at any 
environment. we have chosen to divide VHD algorithms into six groups based on the handover decision criteria 
used. There are RSS based algorithms (RSS is used as the most significant handover decision criterion in this 
group. Various strategies have been developed to compare the RSS of the current point of attachment with that 
of the nominee point of attachment), Bandwidth based algorithms: (Available bandwidth for a mobile terminal 
is the main criterion ), Cost function based algorithms(These classes of algorithms mingle metrics such as 
monetary cost, security, bandwidth and power consumption in a cost function and the handover decision is made 
by comparing the result of this function for the nominee networks ), Multiple Attributes Decision Making Based 
Algorithms, Authentication Based Algorithms. 

 
Fig. 1: User preferences Network Selection Method,            Fig. 2: Flow chart for Network Selection 

 
Ali Al Shidhani, [2] proposed work discussed about handover between WIMAX-WLAN.it introduce  

modified EAP-AKA  handover protocol to achieve better performance of standard protocol protocols in terms of 
re-authentication signaling traffic and re-authentication delay  while satisfying essential HO security necessities 
such as the provision of mutual authentication and forward and backward secrecy. research work discussed 
about extensible authentication protocol and key agreement protocol (EAP-AKA) for mobile devices in order to 
access the packet transmission via WiFi networks. proposed fast iterative localized re-authentication (FIL re-
authentication) to replace the fast re-authentication of EAP-AKA protocol. In UMTS-WLAN interworking 
networks, a fast re-authentication of EAP-AKA protocol still cannot overcome high re-authentication delays and 
delay sensitive applications. Because a mobile user is authenticated by a remote RADIUS or a HLR/HSS both 
resided in 3G-UMTS home networks whatever a full authentication or a fast re-authentication is occurred. It 
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causes that huge re-authentication session loads and cryptographic operation loads concentrated on the RADIUS 
and the HLR/HSS. [3] proposed Fast Inter-RAT Handover Estimation for Rapid Re-Authentication using Log 
Likelihood Ratio Weight Factored Distribution Technique to reducing overall delay compared to existing EAP-
AKA’ re-authentication mechanisms. It is a first attempt to implement this algorithm at the BS and MS paving 
way for Next Generation networks. It significantly reduce handover delay in way of selecting best suitable target 
network and get authentication vector from HSS in advance.  

[18] discussed that Access authentication methods of various access networks are different from each other, 
they are all based on the unique authentication algorithm in (U)SIM, which results in several drawbacks and 
cannot fulfill the requirements of the future mobile communications. Proposed a uniform access authentication 
framework making use of the extensive authentication protocol EAP and  add a media-independent 
authentication layer in USIM which outputs the uniform keys after an authentication, and a key adaptation layer 
is designed in the terminals which transforms the output keys accordingly to meet the specific requirements of 
various communication modules. In such a method, USIM is extensible in authentication algorithms and the 
authentication framework is independent of the communication technologies. Daniel Granlund et al.  proposed 
an Authentication, Authorization and Accounting  (AAA) method RADIUS-AAA protocol where it can enables 
the basic AAA functionality in heterogeneous networks. AAA provides a high secured accessibility global wise. 
Xiaohuan Yan, [18] discussed various vertical handover decision algorithms in Fourth Generation 
heterogeneous wireless networks and categorize the algorithms into four groups based on the main handover 
decision criterion used such as RSS based algorithms, Bandwidth based algorithms, Multiple Attributes 
Decision Making Based Algorithms Cost function based algorithms. Also evaluate tradeoffs between their 
complexity of implementation and efficiency.  

Mohamed Lahby, Proposed  novel ranking algorithm, which combines multi attribute decision making 
(MADM) and Mahalanobis distance. Firstly, a classification method is applied to build a classes which having 
the homogeneous criteria. Afterwards, the Fuzzy AHP, MADM method is applied to determine weights of inter-
classes and infraclasses. Finally, Mahalanobis distance is used to rank the alternatives. [9] discussed that 
Network selection is a challenging task in heterogeneous networks and will influence the performance metrics 
of importance for both service provider and subscriber .the  proposed work analyses user centric network 
selection based on QoE (Quality of Experience) which include both technical and economical aspects of the 
user. WLAN-WiMAX-UMTS networks are integrated and the network selection for the integrated network is 
performed using game theory based network selection algorithm. Aleksandra Checko et al. [1] presented a 
detailed study about Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is a mobile network architecture. C-RAN can solve 
so many issues and provides many solutions for satisfying the end user’s needs. C-RAN interconnects all the 
base stations in a single pool to make it as a centralized communication base. The communication improves the 
performance in terms of multiplexing method. Loveneet Kaur Johal 2016 proposed algorithm uses hybrid of 
Fuzzy logics and AHP to assign weights to the parameters and since the algorithm is utility based, the network 
are ranked using simple weighted sum of the parameters. The proposed algorithm selects the network which 
satisfies all the network selection criteria. Higher the level of user satisfaction served by the network, more it is 
suitable for handover in heterogeneous environment. It provides higher level of user satisfaction and well suited 
for random and imprecise wireless environment since it makes use of fuzzy logics instead of crisp values. K.S. 
Balamurugan, [3] proposed SON based Simple Light-weight Seamless Handover Rapid Re-authentication 
Protocol (3SH_RRP) is proposed in this paper. figure 1 shown user preference target network selection. This 
protocol provides fast seamless handover using Cloud RAN architecture based deployment. It provides a rapid 
re-authentication within Cloud RAN with the help of virtual homing (VH) concept in SON. 3SH_RRP is 
implemented in SON which gives better results as it eliminates involvement of too many network elements 
causing severe processing overhead and multilevel communications. This protocol uses log likelihood weighted 
factor (Bandwidth, Security level, Power Level, and Received Signal Strength Indicator) function to maximize 
the probability of successfully selecting the most appropriate BBU well in advance to perform super-fast or 
rapid re-authentication during inter_RAT HO. 

Currently, LTE is designed to support inter-RAT handover for GSM, UMTS, and now specified to support 
interworking with WLAN. This Multi-RAT architecture might be workable but the latency of an inter-RAT 
handover may be high. In order to improve the user experience, we present [3] a simplified seamless handover 
protocol for 4G heterogeneous network structure with lower latency (<20ms) using LLR (log likely hood ratio) 
algorithm. It select the best target network to user enjoy the benefits of cost, bandwidth, power level, RSSI 
availability and security. In 5G Cloud RAN architecture, software define network manage network 
reconfiguration, optimization Through sinking data forwarding, user plane to BBU pool and integrating 
approximation function modules of 2G, 3G and LTE network, the inter-RAT handover process is simplified and 
the distance between traffic anchor and interface is shortened, which reduce the handover. In order to support 
inter-RAT handover, each base station in conventional manners will built and maintains a list of neighbor 
interference relationship by configuring UE with periodic inter-frequency measurement procedure, which needs 
a lot of overheads especially in UDN with multiple frequency bands. Now, in the proposed C-RAN system, 
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multiple cells' information is converging in BBU pool, by which the system can get a whole interference picture 
without UEs' measurements17, 18]. The inter-RAT handover differs from horizontal handover, which is a 
procedure to select a cell of strongest received signal. The object of inter-RAT handover is to select a suitable 
cell, considering user needs (especially mobility prediction), traffic type, and network property and state, by 
switching logic interface between different RATs, which is easy to implement in C-RAN network. 

In (Arslan and Rangarajan, 2015), an SDN based C-RAN architecture was proposed [17, 19]. In particular, 
the SDN was applied in the front haul connection between BBUs and RRUs, making the front haul network 
programmable. The proposed software defined front haul  (SDF) enables flexible one-to-many mapping 
between BBUs and RRUs, and such mapping brings about multiple benefits such as seamless coverage for 
mobile users and energy saving for BBUs. Due to its many advantages, the SDN approach has the potential to 
deal with these challenges of future wireless networks. With a global view of the network, the SDN controller 
can coordinate among multiple APs to provide seamless coverage. Moreover, the network state information can 
be exploited to optimize the network-wide performance. For example, the handover choice of a user can be 
optimized based on the link qualities to candidate AP sand the traffic load at the APs. As the control plane is 
centralized, there is no communication overhead between different APs, resulting in reduced latency. These 
advantages make it possible for the SDN to perform dynamic and timely control over a network with a large 
number of APs to meet the challenges of future wireless networks. In  an OpenFlow based handover framework 
for mobility management has been implemented. Through the interaction between mobile nodes, the OpenFlow 
controller, and the Open Flow switch, the handover can be performed by software.  

From the literature survey of handover management is very challenging issue in Cloud RAT. All AKA 
authentication protocol, USIM based uniform Authentication and cost based protocols are not sufficient 
mechanism for Cloud RAN future architecture. SON is effective mechanism  in  5G to handle optimization of 
network, self configure ,self healing and  handover management but many open issues is not clearly define inter-
RAN handover in Cloud RAN and select the best BBU with minimum handover delay ( <10ms) to user enjoy 
multimedia application like DVB-TH, MBMS. 
 
Challenges Of Handover Management In 5g Mobile Network: 

In 2020, around 500 billion device may be ‘Always ON’. 5G mobile equipment used for communication, 
medical/health, banking, astronomy, education, private and public portal, defense, transportation and search 
engine in future. In the proposed C-RAN system [1], multiple cells' information is converging in BBU pool, by 
which the system can get a whole interference picture without UEs' measurements. The inter-RAT handover 
differs from horizontal handover, which is a procedure to select a cell of strongest received signal. The object of 
inter-RAT handover is to select a suitable cell, considering user needs (especially mobility prediction), traffic 
type, and network property and state, by switching logic interface between different RATs, which is easy to 
implement in C-RAN network.  Heterogeneous handover management always has following challenges to 
satisfy the user preference.   

1. Require suitable computation algorithm for the BBU pool estimate the current condition of entire 
network in terms of traffic demand, system performance level, target system performance level, criticality of 
user.  

2. SDN-based inter-domain cooperation is indistinctly defined. SDN-based solution requires SDN 
deployment in both control and data plane, while the reason to make such operation is unclear. 

3. Efficient scheduling mechanism need for scheduling of computing resources in the BBU pool in order to 
satisfy their real-time constraints.  

4. Numerous handover will occur under UDN, which will bring high burden to the signaling overhead and 
harm user experience. Besides, handover failure and ping-pong issues may also appear by reduced small cell 
size and larger inter cell interference [13]. 

5. Require extra special treatment in heterogeneity of front haul network to reduce latency when the joint 
optimization of RRH association and reconfigurable front haul link concerned.  

6. Present Multi-RAT architecture might be practical but the latency of an inter-RAT handover may be 
high. In order to develop the user occurrence, simplified network structure desirable for lower latency.  

7. Present handover mechanism very effective due to trigger the Re-authentication procedure before mobile 
node reach target node. But not yet give any solution for authentication if fail. 

8. ‘Always ON’ more than 500 billion wireless nodes in next few years and SON also software 
virtualization so efficient secure authentication procedure require to originate several types of attacks like 
impersonation, denial-of-services (DoS), replay, eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle, and repudiation attacks. 
 
Six Sense Seamless Handover Protocol For 5g Subscribers Using Artificial Swarm Intelligence: 

our proposed 6S-HO handover management mechanism in Cloud RAN architecture to reduce overhead in 
SON and reduce handover delay in inter-RAT handover. Our proposed handover management algorithm is 
simple mathematical tool to support SON show in figure 3.  
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Fig. 3: Proposed 6S-HO SON based Cl
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HO scheme is referred in Figure.4.  

 

Fig. 4: Sequence Flow of our Proposed Six Sense Artificial Swarm Intelligence for HO
 
Steps 1:User Equipment (UE) decides to initiate a handover. UE senses the broadcasts from its 

neighboring/adjacent RH/RRH. It generates the Measurement Report (MR) of its nearest RH/RRH. UE initiate 
handover request and forwards Measurement Report based on its neighboring/adjacent BS list. MR constitutes 
the  parameters such as (B�,S�	, P�,R

 
Steps 2: UE gets registered to

each BBU from multiple RH/RRH..it initiate Artificial Swarm intelligence algorithm and find optimized BBU. 
Steps 3: SON notifies through response indicating the BBU to which UE needs to 

sent on best BBU found by SON to the UE.
Steps 4: UE notifies the selected RH/RRH to make the HO readiness
Steps 5: UE sends a response to SON on its HO acceptance regarding the selected BBU.
Steps 6: SON upon receiving the response o

Server (HSS) server to verify if the selected BBU has all the services approved for resource allocation for the 
UE. HSS verifies resource allocation for UE. Upon successful verification, HSS up
authentication protocol (appropriate to BBU) for HO. After verification approval, HSS finds the appropriate 
authentication protocol of the selected BBU from the Authentication center. Authentication Protocol of each 
service providers are maintained in their Authentication center. All these are hosted and maintained in HSS 
server. HSS updates SON on the Authentication protocol for the selected BBU.

Steps 7: SON forwards the response to UE to make readiness for authentication for the selected B
Steps 8: Right now, UE has physically handed over to the new BBU, but yet to perform the authentication.  

UE performs Inter-RAT handover from the current RH/RRH to the selected RH/RRH and gets completely 
detached from the current RH/RRH.Thus, the Inter
RH/RRH successfully. Once the Inter
completed, authentication process is initiated at the serving RH/RRH. 
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From this value, the cost factor of the persisting network can be found. The cost and the weight factors of 
e calculated by the 6S-HO process loaded in SON. Artificial swarm intelligence 

optimization technique is suitable for analyze multivariable decision making with multiple constrains. Each base 
station measurement reports, Weigh function and send to ASI unit. It will choose the best base station from 
among N elements. ASI is compute and analyzes the various MR and match with requirements of user 
application or needs. Select the best target BBU. The flow model that illustrates various stages involved in 6S

 

Sequence Flow of our Proposed Six Sense Artificial Swarm Intelligence for HO 

User Equipment (UE) decides to initiate a handover. UE senses the broadcasts from its 
generates the Measurement Report (MR) of its nearest RH/RRH. UE initiate 

handover request and forwards Measurement Report based on its neighboring/adjacent BS list. MR constitutes 
R	,C,V). 

UE gets registered to SON. SON triggers 6S-HO protocol considering MR factors evolved for 
each BBU from multiple RH/RRH..it initiate Artificial Swarm intelligence algorithm and find optimized BBU. 

SON notifies through response indicating the BBU to which UE needs to 
sent on best BBU found by SON to the UE. 

UE notifies the selected RH/RRH to make the HO readiness 
UE sends a response to SON on its HO acceptance regarding the selected BBU.
SON upon receiving the response of UE’s readiness for HO, sends a request to at Home Subscriber 

Server (HSS) server to verify if the selected BBU has all the services approved for resource allocation for the 
UE. HSS verifies resource allocation for UE. Upon successful verification, HSS up
authentication protocol (appropriate to BBU) for HO. After verification approval, HSS finds the appropriate 
authentication protocol of the selected BBU from the Authentication center. Authentication Protocol of each 

ntained in their Authentication center. All these are hosted and maintained in HSS 
server. HSS updates SON on the Authentication protocol for the selected BBU. 

SON forwards the response to UE to make readiness for authentication for the selected B
Right now, UE has physically handed over to the new BBU, but yet to perform the authentication.  

RAT handover from the current RH/RRH to the selected RH/RRH and gets completely 
detached from the current RH/RRH.Thus, the Inter-RAT handover is achieved from the UE to the selected 
RH/RRH successfully. Once the Inter-RAT handover from the UE to the target RH/RRH is successfully 
completed, authentication process is initiated at the serving RH/RRH.  
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authentication protocol (appropriate to BBU) for HO. After verification approval, HSS finds the appropriate 
authentication protocol of the selected BBU from the Authentication center. Authentication Protocol of each 

ntained in their Authentication center. All these are hosted and maintained in HSS 

SON forwards the response to UE to make readiness for authentication for the selected BBU. 
Right now, UE has physically handed over to the new BBU, but yet to perform the authentication.  
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RAT handover from the UE to the target RH/RRH is successfully 
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HSS sends the authentication or re-authentication approval response directly to the UE. Re-authentication 
successfully completed. Then UE indicates new RH/RRH on successful authentication or re-authentication 
approval and Resource requested by UE is then allocated via the new RH/RRH. UE is services with requested 
resources via new RH/RRH. Our contribution is design Six Senses Seamless HO protocol (6S-HO) using 
artificial swarm intelligence to support SON to select the best BBU and suitable target network. Then get 
suitable authentication vector from HSS before mobile node disconnect the current network. This sequence flow 
reduce authentication delay, avoid unwanted HO, reduce overhead in HSS and null HO failure. 
 
Simulation And Experimental Results: 

Handoff Failure Probability and Average Handoff Delay: The performance of Handover and re-
authentication failure probability is analyzed with varied scenarios. 

Scenario1: UE movement at a speed of 120 km/h. UE is connected to network say 2G. For UE’s moving at 
120 Km/h triggers handovers. UE has higher probability of moving out of transmission range of its connected 
network 2G and get connected to the best network 3G which is expected to be within transmission range.  Based 
on predefined HO threshold, HO is successfully completed for 3G and the UE gets detached from 2G whereas, 
authentication is yet to be performed by UE. In such case, when a sudden halt of the UE occurs (0 km/h), it 
leads to Authentication failure (as UE is out of transmission range of 3G) resulting in HO failure. i.e., the UE 
has detached from network say 2G but cannot HO through successful authentication to the selected 3G network 
due to its sudden halt.  

Scenario 2: UE moving at speed of 30km/h from 3G network (out of 3G network transmission range and 
moving towards the boundary of 4G/LTE network transmission range) towards 4G/LTE network, but suddenly 
alters direction towards 3G and increases its mobility to 120 km/h When a UE moving at speed of 30km/h 
associated with 3G network and approaches the boundary of the 4G/LTE network. UE has higher probability of 
moving out of transmission range of 3G network and gets connected to the 4G/LTE network which is expected 
to be within transmission range. Based on predefined HO threshold, 3SH_RRP is initiated and HO is 
successfully completed for 4G/LTE network since UE gets completely detached from 3G and performs 
successful authentication. In such case, when UE suddenly alters direction towards 3G and increases its mobility 
to 120 km/h, which leads to HO failure (as UE is out of transmission range of 4G) i.e. the UE has detached from 
3G network but cannot perform successful HO to the selected 4G/LTE network due to its sudden alter in 
direction and increase in mobility. Such case leads to HO failure. we present a simulation-based investigation of 
the proposed Heterogeneous Network scenarios by relying on the OMNET++ with Simu-LTE network 
simulation package. We have modeled a Cloud RAN with SON setup in OMNET++ network model simulator. 
To simulate the test bed, first we constructed three different access networks,  

Network 1 is the legacy or 2G/2.5G GSM/GPRS EDGE  
Network 2 is 3G UMTS and HSPA/HSPA+ network  
Network 3 is LTE and LTE Advanced network. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5(a): OMNET++ with Simu-LTE network simulation setup 
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Fig. 5(b): UE moves out of transmission range from current network (2G) into new network(3G) 

 
Then, a unique UE device is constructed in a simulation model in which the SDR stack is personalized such 

that the UE understands the multi-radio model i.e., the UE can pay attention to the control channels of all radios 
in the presence of a current network (existing UE doesn’t have this support and this consideration is assumed as 
a concept that would be incorporated for future wireless network using CRAN architecture supporting 
Inter_RAT). Model considered for the test bed assumes user with a mobile UE device is currently connected to a 
GPRS/EDGE real time low bandwidth audio/video session (typically a Skype application) and is moving across 
the network in a vehicle at a speed of 40Km/h to 120 Km/h. Now, the UE during its movement is able to sense 
its nearby 3G, 4G LTE signal strength and has the capability to listen and measure the signal strength through 
control channels. In OMNET++, this functionality is implemented in the user equipment stack by customizing 
its SDR stack using C++ code, to monitor all the broadcasts of multiple networks under a single service provider 
environment (within single service provider, the HO happens between 2G , 3G and LTE ). Other functionalities 
that belong to the simulation test bed setup constitute the SON which is customized in Simu_LTE. Figure 5(a) 
and 5(b) displays the simulation setup in OMNET++ with Simu-LTE network. We conducted simulation 
experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture. The simulation results were then 
compared against similar results produced by the existing C-RAN [2] supporting multi-RATs systems. We 
assume these systems running with varying levels of UE density.  The input rate of new calls and handover calls 
is proportional to the expected number of UE in the range between 100 and 550. For every simulation run a 
number of performance metrics were measured for the 21500 seconds of simulation. Observation from the 
results shows that the proposed 3SH_RRP Handoff failure prevention is better compared to existing adaptive 
SON based C-RAN[23]. This is because six sense protocol process proactively acts to identify the best network 
to which UE needs to re-authenticate during inter-RAT. Nevertheless, the proposed mechanism proactively 
analyzes the network status and efficiently makes decision on selecting the best network the UE has to perform 
HO and re-authentication. Analysis demonstrates that the proposed scheme performs better for all velocities 
than existing system because it is always connected to the best network. HO failure is displayed in Figure 6(a) 
and (b). 
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Fig. 6(a): Handoff failure probability as the transmission range is increased. (b). Average handoff delay as the 

handoff failure probability is increased. 
 
Conclusion: 

In this paper, we have discussed various issues in Seamless Handover protocol for 5G mobile network and 
proposed Six Sense Seamless Handover Protocol (6S-HO) for 5G Subscribers Using Artificial Swarm 
Intelligence. The proposed handover approach gives a simple but effective solution using C-RAN architecture. 
It solves the problem of the higher delay in the current handover design. Also compared with vertical Handover 
Decision Algorithm Using Ants’ Colonies methods, Adaptive SON and cognitive smart LPN method.  The 
proposed algorithm has shown better results with higher transition rate, lower delay (millisecond level) up to 
300km/h fast mobility of user equipment. Analysis and implementing in practical networks still need in-depth 
research, considering practical constrains of the heterogeneous links. 
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